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Do SEP in COLOMBIA

The Asociación Colombiana de Estudiantes de Química Farmacéutica (ACEQF),
is a non-profit association, founded in 1993, since then it has been dedicated
to leading basic processes for the academic, professional, social and cultural
development of all its members. Thus contributing to the formation of integral
professionals who are at the service of the community in general.
ACEQF joined the IPSF since 2011, since then, ACEQF has been represented in
more than 6 world congresses and regional symposiums (PARS in PARO and
EMPS in EMRO).
ACEQF has also had the opportunity to host two official events of PARO, the
first was Pharmatour 2013, whose main activity was to show the work of
pharmacists in Colombia. And the second one, was the 10th PARS 2016,
where we showed ourselves as a consolidated association and leader of the
Pan-American region.
Right now, we are very proud to officially present our student exchange
program.

MEET US



DISCOVER COLOMBIA

Barranquilla
26°C

Medellín
21°C

Cali
24°C

Cartagena
27°C

Bogotá
13°C

Time Zone: GMT – 5
Languague: Spanish
Currency: Colombian pesos (COP)
1 US = 3000 COP



Did you know?
✓ Colombia is the only Latin American country to have coasts in both

oceans (Atlantic and Pacific).

✓ Colombia has 5 regions and each one differs from the other, and you
can even find more than 5 different accents and foods per region.

✓ The most humid place on Earth is in Colombia.

✓ Colombia is the second most biodiverse country in the world, and the
country with the highest number of species of birds and orchids.

✓ In Colombia you can find diverse landscapes that go from the desert of
La Guajira in the north and the snowy mountains in the central zone to
the tropical jungle of the Amazon in the south.

✓ Colombia is the third world producer of coffee and has the largest
Latin American coal reserves.

✓ The second largest and most important carnival in the world is held in
Barranquilla, Colombia.

✓ Together with India, Colombia is the country in the world that has the
most holidays per year: a total of 18.

✓ In Colombia la ALEGRÍA can be eaten!

✓ Lonely Planet, the great world tourist guide, recommended Colombia
as one of the 10 best places in the world to visit.

DON’T THINK TWICE: COLOMBIA IS THE ANSWER! Do SEP in COLOMBIA



SEP Colombia Hosts and Supports

Do SEP in COLOMBIA

Clínica CES

Centro de Investigación 
Farmacéutica



PLACEMENTS
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ACEQF offers programs from two weeks until three months during the months of
July to October, the internship could be in:

• Research in universities or local centers: In the areas of phytochemistry and natural products,
pharmaceutical technology , public health, tropical diseases and biotechnology.

• Hospital pharmacy: Hospital and clinical pharmaceutical services, with activities such as drug supplying
and patient counselling.

• Cosmetic industry: Small scale cosmetic production.
• Pharmaceutical industry: Visiting laboratories dedicated to produce and/or do quality control testes to

medicines.

ACEQF also offers, weekends trip to visit the near cities of your internship place, 
and social activities: welcome party, Colombian party and closing party. 



ACCOMODATION
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For SEP in Colombia, ACEQF proposes the following options:

The student can be hosted by a local student, it can be free of payment, or include a
payment fee of maximum 80 USD for month (Varies on the host and city).

Student’s residence, which can cost around $ 180 USD for month.

Each student can choose a hotel or hostel as well, which will not be assumed by ACEQF,
however, local IPSF or other designee could help in choosing the best place.



SEP PACKAGE
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Each incoming Student, will be received with a 
welcome kit:
• Free sim card (4G)
• T-shirt
• Personal Booklet (with all the journey’s details)
• Colombian dictionary
• Surprises

This design could be changed



Unlock the world: discover Colombia!
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Guatapé Islas del Rosario

Monserrate



Discover Colombia: visit our landmarks
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San Antonio

Castillo de San Felipe

Ventana al Mundo

Plaza de Botero

Catedral de 
Sal



Live Colombia: taste our food
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Bandeja Paisa Arepa ‘e Huevo Mote de Queso

Tamal

Ajiaco



Do you know what means this words…?
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RECOCHA

CHÉVERE
PARCHE

BACANO

ÑAPA

CHEPERO

OÍSGUAYABO

PARCERO PATEPERRO
BOCHORNO

LUCAS COLETO

PUPI

BOLOLÓ

AJÁ GUARO

CANTALETA FRITANGA

MECATO
VAINA

PAILA

POLA

BERRACO
CAMELLAR

RUMBEAR

Learn it all them!



ACEQF SEP TEAM 
LUIS MEJÍA RUIZ

SEO

JUAN GONZÁLEZ 

Contact Person

ANA MONTOYA

ACEQF’s President

Do SEP in COLOMBIA



ACEQF SEP TEAM

Luisa Collazos

Sec. Valle
Giselle Ebratt

Sec. Bolívar

Sergio Sánchez

Sec. Antioquia

Mared Roa

Sec. Atlántico

Do SEP in COLOMBIA



CONTACT US

www.facebook.com/SEPinColombia
www.Facebook.com/ACEQF

seo.aceqf@gmail.com

@sep.aceqfcolombia
@yosoyaceqf

http://www.facebook.com/SEPinColombia
http://www.facebook.com/ACEQF
mailto:seo.aceqf@gmail.com


We are 

wating for

you


